
Classic Divan Base 
Assembly Instruction Guide

Carefully unpack your divan. 
Do not use a knife to cut through packaging.

Assembly: 2 person         

Required area: 2.5 x 2 metres

Tools Required: Scissors, Hammer / mallet

Important:

Please check that all the parts are present and read the instructions thoroughly before 
commencing with assembly and retain them for future reference. 

It is important to inspect all items BEFORE assembly, if for any reason you need to return this 
item, you must return it in its original packaging. Assembled items CANNOT be returned.

Top tips, important safety information 
and recommendations 



Please check you have the correct fittings and read through before 
commencing with assembly.

Supplied Fittings

DC

x 2

33SR-14C 2019-08-19

x 4

G

x 8
x 4

‘120-180cm’ ‘120-180cm’
‘90cm’

Tips before you start:

We recommend that all items are assembled close to the place they will be in use and on a 
protective surface to avoid any unnecessary movement or contact that may damage the product. 

For ease during assembly identify the parts required before commencing each step, taking care to 
avoid over-tightening the fittings as this may damage the furniture.

Safety:

Take extreme care when handling and lifting heavy products to avoid personal injury or damage 
to the item. Keep children well away from the assembly area due to the heavy products as well as 
choking hazard from small components.

Warning:

Please use this product for the specified purpose only, it is not to be stood on. If parts are missing, 
broken, damaged or worn stop using the product until fully repaired. 

Failure to follow safety and warning information could result in serious injury.

Recommendations:

Please periodically check all fittings and re-tighten if necessary. 
To avoid fire risks, warping and surface de-lamination keep away from strong heat sources and 
never allow liquid to remain on your furniture. To clean, lightly dampen a soft cloth and wipe, 
buffing with a dry clean cloth.



Step 1
Turn both base units upside 
down, insert 8x glides (C) into 
sockets.

Do not hit with hammer!

* for 90cm base use 4

Step 2
Using the heal of your hand 
push 2x connector (D) into 
position.

You may need to use a 
hammer for this

Step 3

To release drawers carefully 
cut restraining straps and trim 
the excess.

Carefully turn your bed over
Note: this is a two person lift

Manufactured by: Serene Furnishings Limited
Unit 1A, The Hill Top Estate, Shaw Street, West Bromwich, B70 0TX, United Kingdom

www.serene.co.uk

Important:
Pulling straps off 

may tear the fabric. 
Do not overload 

the drawers.
MAX weight:

12.5KG




